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a b s t r a c t 
Rectal tumour segmentation in dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI (DCE-MRI) is a challenging task, and an 
automated and consistent method would be highly desirable to improve the modelling and prediction of 
patient outcomes from tissue contrast enhancement characteristics – particularly in routine clinical prac- 
tice. A framework is developed to automate DCE-MRI tumour segmentation, by introducing: perfusion- 
supervoxels to over-segment and classify DCE-MRI volumes using the dynamic contrast enhancement 
characteristics; and the pieces-of-parts graphical model, which adds global (anatomic) constraints that 
further refine the supervoxel components that comprise the tumour. The framework was evaluated on 
23 DCE-MRI scans of patients with rectal adenocarcinomas, and achieved a voxelwise area-under the re- 
ceiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) of 0.97 compared to expert delineations. Creating a binary 
tumour segmentation, 21 of the 23 cases were segmented correctly with a median Dice similarity coef- 
ficient (DSC) of 0.63, which is close to the inter-rater variability of this challenging task. A second study 
is also included to demonstrate the method’s generalisability and achieved a DSC of 0.71. The framework 
achieves promising results for the underexplored area of rectal tumour segmentation in DCE-MRI, and 
the methods have potential to be applied to other DCE-MRI and supervoxel segmentation problems. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ). 
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1. Introduction 
Dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (DCE- 
RI) shows promise for tumour characterisation and measur-
ng response to therapy from tissue perfusion characteristics
 Karahaliou et al., 2014; Gollub et al., 2012; Goh et al., 2007 ).
n DCE-MRI, a series of volumes are acquired during and after
he injection of a Gadolinium chelate based paramagnetic con-
rast agent (CA), such as Multihance TM , Omniscan TM , Prohance TM ,
r Dotarem TM . A bolus of intravenous CA circulates through the
ascular system and perfuses into the extravascular–extracellular
pace (EES) of the tissue, resulting in tissue enhancement, which
epends on the tissue type and vascularisation.  This paper was recommended for publication by ”Dr. Nicholas Ayache”. 
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361-8415/© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article uNeovascularisation, the formation of new vessels, is a key pro-
ess of tumour growth, with angiogenesis being a common mech-
nism in colorectal tumours. This results in highly vascularised tu-
ours with vessels that are thin, fragile and tortuous ( Goh et al.,
007 ). The vasculature is also chaotic and leaky with regions of
he tumour exhibiting hypoxia and necrosis, which leads to com-
lex contrast enhancement patterns in DCE-MRI imaging of rectal
umours; Fig. 1 shows an example of contrast enhancement in a
ectal DCE-MRI scan. Quantitative and semi-quantitative measures
uch as pharmacokinetic modelling can be used to analyse these
erfusion characteristics in DCE-MRI ( Tofts et al., 1999 ) and have
hown the ability to assess the tumour ( Goh et al., 2007 ). Hetero-
eneity in tumours can be further exploited to quantify tumour
rogression and response to therapy ( Karahaliou et al., 2014; Gol-
ub et al., 2012 ). Fig. 2 shows example enhancement curves for a
ectal tumour and illustrates the heterogeneity of the tumour and
urrounding region, while also demonstrating some consistency in
umour subregions. nder the CC BY license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ ). 
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Fig. 1. A DCE-MRI axial slice at baseline, the 15th and 24th time point (Case 09). 
Fig. 2. Signal enhancement curves of the rectal tumour and surrounding tissue, which illustrates the heterogeneity in the tumour and surrounding region, as well as 
similarities in enhancement between local regions. Green, red and blue are examples of enhancement for regions of the tumour, while cyan shows the rectal wall and 
mucosa, orange shows neighbouring tissue, and brown the non-enhancing lumen.(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article). . 
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fashion. To derive tumour-specific perfusion parameters, accurate de-
lineation of the rectal tumour is required. It is difficult to
visually distinguish tumour from surrounding structures on T1w
sequences used for DCE-MRI; in clinical practice T2w imaging
is preferred ( Brown et al., 2005 ), and can be registered to the
DCE-MRI scan. DCE-MRI tumour delineation is further complicated
due to the contrast-varying nature of the dynamic scan. However,
even on T2w scans, manual segmentation of colorectal tumours
is a difficult task, with substantial inter- and intra-rater variabil-
ity ( Franklin et al., 2014; Goh et al., 2008 ), due to: partial vol-
ume effects in the axial plane; complex anatomy in the lower rec-
tum, making it difficult to delineate normal anatomical structures;
wall thickening due to venous congestion; and mucinous tumours.
There is also often local motion between the T2w and DCE-MRI
scans, which can lead to poor registration of the volumes, and
therefore a poor delineation of the tumour in DCE-MRI. An addi-
tional challenge in this study, and medical imaging in general, is
the limited number of cases available. Therefore, a requirement of
any automated DCE-MRI segmentation method is that it must be
able to learn complex relationships efficiently from small datasets.
This study is motivated by the rectal imaging trial (Churchill Hos-
pital, Oxford, UK), which is an ongoing trial that aims to use pre-
therapy DCE-MRI to assess patient outcomes after therapy. 
In this work, we propose an automated DCE-MRI segmenta-
tion approach that exploits features of the dynamic sequences
to segment tumours, and provides a robust and consistent delin-
eation for perfusion analysis. The key contributions of this methodre: the introduction of perfusion-supervoxels (supervoxels for dy-
amic contrast enhanced images, which are used to learn local
haracteristics of the tumour); and pieces-of-parts , a novel formu-
ation of parts-based graphical models (PGM) ( Felzenszwalb and
uttenlocher, 2005; Felzenszwalb et al., 2010 ) to directly improve
upervoxel-based segmentations by including global anatomical
onstraints. 
Fig. 3 shows a flowchart of the framework, where: a 4D
ontrast-enhanced DCE-MRI volume is acquired, the region is over-
egmented using perfusion-supervoxels and each supervoxel is
lassified using learnt neighbourhood features. Pieces-of-parts then
rovides global constraints to the tumour segmentation using be-
ief propagation on likely organ locations. Finally, the tumour seg-
entation is evaluated against an expert ground truth. This frame-
ork is applied to the novel and challenging task of automatic rec-
al tumour segmentation in DCE-MRI; the authors are not aware of
ny other method to automatically segment rectal tumours from
CE-MRI. 
The initial steps in the development of this method were in-
roduced in Irving et al. (2014) , which includes the formulation
f supervoxels for perfusion images and development of a super-
oxel classifier. This is extended to include the novel pieces-of-
arts graphical model. The validation is also improved using a
ore robust ground truth from expert delineations on multiple
odalities and, while, previously, a number of cases required man-
al intervention, this method is evaluated in a fully automated
B. Irving et al. / Medical Image Analysis 32 (2016) 69–83 71 
Fig. 3. Flowchart of the method for a new DCE-MRI volume. Steps 1–3 show the key steps of the framework. 
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sIn the following section we place this work in the context of
he state-of-the-art. Section 3 outlines the method which is di-
ided into perfusion-supervoxels ( Section 3.1 ), extraction of fea-
ures ( Section 3.2 ) and pieces-of-parts ( Section 3.3 ) which relate
o Steps 1–3 in Fig. 3 . The dataset, experimental set-up and re-
ults are described in Section 4 . Finally, the discussion is found in
ection 5 . 
. Background 
Pharmacokinetic models are a common method of extracting
uantitative measures of perfusion from the contrast enhancement
urves of DCE-MRI volumes ( Tofts et al., 1999 ). However, these
easures depend on the selection of the compartment model,
hich in turn depends on the tissue characteristics, as well as
he choice or measurement of an arterial input function ( Irving
t al., 2013 ). Tumour heterogeneity means that a single model is
arely appropriate for the whole tumour and surrounding region
 Kallehauge et al., 2014 ). As an alternative to these model based
ethods, Hamy et al. (2014) apply principal component analysisPCA) to the signal enhancement (SE) curves, and use this decom-
osition to distinguish motion from enhancement in a DCE-MRI
ased registration framework. In this study, we also take a data
riven approach to avoid any assumptions about the underlying
nhancement patterns in DCE-MRI; PCA is used to decompose the
ignal enhancement but is applied to supervoxel and feature ex-
raction, unlike previously for registration ( Hamy et al., 2014 ). 
DCE-MRI tumour segmentation, and in particular colorectal tu-
our segmentation, remains relatively unexplored. Breast DCE-MRI
egmentation methods are more common, and the fuzzy c-means
lustering approach is an established method ( Chen et al., 2006 ).
 benefit of this method is that it is unsupervised; the method
teratively assigns a fuzzy label to each voxel from the sum-of-
quared distance of each enhancement curve to the cluster cen-
res. McClymont et al. (2014) propose an alternative approach us-
ng mean shift clustering and graph cuts. Such methods have been
ffective for breast tumour segmentation; but the much more com-
lex anatomy of the lower abdomen makes unsupervised cluster-
ng less effective com pared to a supervised method, as demon-
trated in our previous comparison ( Irving et al., 2014 ). 
72 B. Irving et al. / Medical Image Analysis 32 (2016) 69–83 
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r  Alternatively, key approaches in computer vision include the
use of a superpixel representation with supervised learning and
graph-based analysis. Fulkerson et al. (2009) apply quick-shift clus-
tering, and then objects of interest are detected using support vec-
tor machine classification of each superpixel, with conditional ran-
dom fields (CRFs) to refine the segmentation. In medical imag-
ing, Mahapatra et al. (2013) also use supervoxel over-segmentation
for detection of Crohn’s disease in conventional 3D MRI, and Su
et al. (2013) use superpixels with spectral clustering for brain tu-
mour labelling. We also use a supervoxel and graph-based ap-
proach, but, unlike previous studies, we develop a method for 4D
contrast imaging that uses: (1) a novel perfusion supervoxel over-
segmentation and classification approach that exploits heteroge-
neous local neighbourhood characteristics; and (2) we developed
an approach that couples supervoxels to a parts-based graphical
model to efficiently include global anatomical relationships. Graph-
based methods provide a convenient basis for incorporating these
global anatomical relationships into our method. 
2.1. Markov random fields and parts-based graphical models 
Markov Random Fields (MRFs), and more specifically CRFs, are
an important approach for refining image segmentations, where
the image is represented as a graph of connected nodes, and the
nodes are generally image pixels – or superpixels (e.g. Fulkerson
et al. (2009) ). The Hammersley–Clifford theorem guarantees (un-
der certain assumptions) that the local interactions of an MRF can
attain the global optimum, but it uses global constraints implic-
itly and weakly. A number of methods have attempted to explic-
itly include larger scale context information in the MRFs to cap-
ture both neighbourhood and global interactions. Shotton et al.
(2009) incorporate texture-layout potentials into a CRF. This filter
captures that layout of connected regions and is useful for scene
labelling. However, this does not capture long range relationships
between sparsely labelled regions that is required to exploit or-
gan segmentations in large volumes. Alternatively, Kumar et al.
(2005) present a parts-based representation that includes global
relationships between rigid parts in a moving object using part lo-
cation, shape and texture information. Their method imposes strict
constraints on the shape and relative location of each part, which
is less suitable when individual parts are highly variable, as is the
case for rectal tumours that vary both in shape and location rel-
ative to the colorectal anatomy. More recently, Krähenbühl and
Koltun (2011) have introduced mean field inference on fully con-
nected CRFs, which makes fully connected CRFs a feasible approach
for capturing long range relationships in an image. This method
shows improvements on previous methods but the formulation of
the pairwise term using contrast sensitive two-kernel potentials
cannot explicitly capture distance relationships between sparsely
labelled regions e.g. organs. The efficient inference method is also
not suitable for a superpixel/supervoxel representation because the
feature space needs to be represented as a permutohedral lattice. 
Alternatively, parts-based graphical models (PGMs), or pictorial
graphical models, are an efficient method for landmark detection,
and combine local features of individual parts with the spatial
relationships between these parts ( Fischler and Elschlager, 1973 ).
Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher (2005) introduce a Bayesian repre-
sentation of the PGM by defining the graphical model as a graph
G = ( ν, ε ) where ν is the set nodes and ε are the edges. The prior
probability P ( L | I, ) that the PGM has a certain configuration is
given by: 
P (L | I, ) ∝ 
( 
n ∏ 
i =1 
p(I| l i , u i ) 
∏ 
(v i , v j ) ∈ ε 
p(l i , l j | c i j ) 
) 
(1)here p ( I | l i , u i ) is the probability of an image I given that a part
ppearance parameters u i is at location l i and p ( l i , l j | c ij ) is the like-
ihood that two parts are at locations l i and l j given the model pa-
ameters c ij , and  = (u, c) are all model parameters. l i ∈ L are the
ocations of each part in the PGM. Potesil et al. (2014) have applied
GMs to medical images for landmark localisation of anatomy,
nd have shown that the spatial distributions can be learnt from
mall datasets making it suitable for medical images, where large
atasets of images are often not easily available. 
A fully-connected CRF could be incorporated into our frame-
ork. However, instead we introduce a pieces-of-parts approach
a modified PGM adapted for the task of image segmentation.
nstead of each supervoxel forming a node of a fully-connected
RF, the centre points of all supervoxels act as candidates (poten-
ial locations) for the nodes (tumour, lumen and bladder) of the
GM. The marginal distribution of the tumour is then calculated
or these candidates using two-way belief propagation, and the pa-
ameters of the method are chosen in such a way that the marginal
istribution provides an improved segmentation. This approach has
 number of advantages (compared to fully connected CRFs) for
egmentation problems with an expected spatial relationship be-
ween labelled regions of the image. First, only a small number
raining cases are required as distances between parts can be pre-
earned on a few cases, and inference is straightforward using two-
ay belief propagation on the three nodes of the graph. Most im-
ortantly, pieces-of-parts can explicitly encode distance relation-
hips and while a fully-connected CRF such as Karahaliou et al.
2014) only use distance to weight the importance of the con-
ected nodes. 
. Methods 
The key steps of the framework are discussed in Sections 3.1,
.2 and 3.3 and are shown as steps 1, 2 and 3 of Fig. 3 . Perfusion-
upervoxels are introduced in Section 3.1 , which are used to over-
egment the tumour and surrounding regions based on DCE-MRI
erfusion characteristics. Features are extracted from each super-
oxel and neighbourhood, and a classifier is trained to label su-
ervoxels as tumour, lumen and bladder ( Section 3.2 ). This super-
oxel segmentation approach provides a powerful tool for DCE-
RI tumour segmentation but uses only local analysis (supervoxel
nd nearest neighbours) and does not take advantage of rela-
ionships between various anatomical structures in the region. In
ection 3.3 , the supervoxels are reformulated as pieces-of-parts in
rder to propagate the belief about each supervoxel via a parts-
ased graphical model to update the tumour probabilities based
n the surrounding anatomy. 
.1. Perfusion-supervoxel extraction 
Superpixel or supervoxel segmentation methods are an effective
ethod of reducing an image into a set of locally similar regions,
hich reduces the complexity and redundancy of the image, and
rovides a more natural set of subregions for analysis. Previously,
hese methods have been used for greyscale or colour images, and
e extend them to perfusion images in order to over-segment the
olume from locally similar enhancement patterns. 
PCA is used to project a set of n-dimensional points into uncor-
elated space using a linear transform and is commonly used for
imensionality reduction, and in our case is applied to the signal
nhancement (SE) curves of the DCE-MRI. The transformed repre-
entation is given by b = T (x − x¯ ) , where x is a vector contain-
ng the SE curve values x(t) , b is the representation in uncorre-
ated space and T is the transposed matrix of eigenvectors of the
ovariance matrix of the SE curves. The original SE curve can be
econstructed from the mean curve and the weighted sum of each
B. Irving et al. / Medical Image Analysis 32 (2016) 69–83 73 
a b
Fig. 4. SLIC perfusion-supervoxel oversegmentation (a) Variation of the first 3 modes of variation from the mean enhancement curve (b) An axial cross section of the 
supervoxel oversegmentation shown at a single time point of the 4D DCE-MRI volume ( S = 350 and c = 0 . 11 ). Blue shows the ground truth segmentation. (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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 rincipal component by x ≈ x¯ + b . The standard deviation of each
ode is given by σi = 
√ 
λi where λi are the eigenvalues of the co-
ariance matrix. Fig. 4 (a) shows variation of the modes with one
tandard deviation from the mean for mode 1 ( μ ± σ 1 ), and 3
tandard deviations for modes 2 and 3 ( μ ± 3 σ i ). The enhance-
ent curves constructed using the first one, two, and five modes
epresents 97%, 99% and 99.9% of the variance, respectively 1 . 
Simple linear iterative clustering (SLIC) ( Achanta et al., 2012 ) is
 method for generating superpixels from colour or greyscale im-
ges using an adaptation of k -means clustering that uses a dis-
ance function with both colour and distance similarity terms. The
ethod is initialised by k cluster centres that are sampled on a
rid with separation S = 
√ 
(N v /k ) , where N v is the number of pix-
ls/voxels. Pixels are then assigned to each cluster centre based on
he distance function and by searching a 2 S × 2 S neighbourhood.
e have chosen SLIC because of its speed and memory efficiency
hen dealing with large images ( Achanta et al., 2012 ). We extend
LIC to an arbitrary n -feature image so that 3D supervoxel regions
an be extracted from the contrast enhancement patterns of 4D
CE-MRI volumes. The distance metric ( D ) is defined in terms of a
eature distance ( d f ) and a spatial distance ( d s ): 
 
2 
f = 
1 
n 
n ∑ 
k 
(b jk − b ik ) 2 (2) 
 
2 
s = 
3 ∑ 
k 
(x jk − x ik ) 2 (3) 
As discussed earlier, principal components are used to represent
he complex enhancement patterns, where b jk is the k th principal
omponent of the j th voxel, and ( x j 1 , x j 2 , x j 3 ) denotes the location
n 3D space of the j th voxel in mm. The distance metric ( D ) is given
y: 
 = 
√ 
(d f ) 2 + ( d s /r ) 2 (4) 
here r = S c represents the ratio of the average size / grid separa-
ion ( S ) and compactness ( c ) – the influence of the spatial distance
etric ( d s ). In this study, principal components were extracted for
ach voxel of the volume from the SE of all voxels within the vol-
me, n = 3 principal component features are used with the varia-
ion of the components are normalised between [0, 1]. 
As discussed, a standard implementation of SLIC ( Achanta et al.,
012 ) was adapted to use PCA features with the modified distance1 Each curve is first smoothed with a 1D Gaussian filter of σ = 1 
d  
b  
t  unction ( Eq. 4 ). As with the standard implementation, the method
s initialised by placing cluster centres on a regular grid within
he volume. Voxels are assigned the closest cluster centre using
-means, within a 2 S × 2 S × 2 S distance of each cluster centre
nd with Eq. (4) as the distance metric. New cluster centres are
omputed and the process is repeated iteratively until the change
n cluster centres falls below a tolerance. This method does not
uarantee that the regions are contiguous, and in a post-processing
tep, small disconnected regions are reassigned to the closest clus-
er. Full implementation details of SLIC can be found in Achanta
t al. (2012) . Fig. 4 (b) shows a 2D axial slice of the 3D supervoxel
ver-segmentation of the tumour and surrounding region. In the
ollowing sections we call this method perfusion-supervoxels . 
As a side note, rather than using PCA, an alternative to the out-
ined approach would be to apply Eq. (2) and ( 4 ) directly to the SE
urves. However, extending the supervoxel representation to dy-
amic scans using PCA provides a compact representation of each
ime series, extracts meaningful variation while reducing noise,
nd most importantly, when normalised, the supervoxel segmen-
ation prioritises curve shape similarity over intensity similarity as
hown in Fig. 5 . If this normalisation were not performed, the su-
ervoxel over-segmentation would be strongly influenced by the
rst mode (i.e. the maximum signal), which does not capture the
omplex enhancement patterns. 
.2. Supervoxel-based classification from neighbourhood 
nhancement features 
Having over-segmented the volume using perfusion-
upervoxels, features are extracted from each supervoxel and
he local neighbourhood. The tumour (as well as lumen and
ladder) class probabilities are then assigned using a trained
lassifier. 
Principal components of the SE curves are used as features.
irst, a single patient scan is used to extract representative prin-
ipal components and these are then used to project the enhance-
ent curves of all other cases. The mean and standard deviation
f the first five PCA components ( b i ) were used to create a fea-
ure vector ( f i ) for each supervoxel ( v i ). Five PCA components are
sed during classification, instead of three used during clustering,
ecause a trained classifier is more robust to poor features than an
nsupervised clustering method. 
The supervoxel neighbourhood plays an important role in the
etection of the tumour because it is likely to be surrounded
y other heterogeneous tumour regions; lumen, that may con-
ain non-enhancing air or stool; and thin rectal walls/mucosa (see
74 B. Irving et al. / Medical Image Analysis 32 (2016) 69–83 
a b
Fig. 5. Supervoxel representation with example enhancement curves for three supervoxel regions. Normalised PCA modes are used to extract supervoxels from enhancement 
curves to better represent curve shape. The magnitude of the curves can be thought of as being represented by a single PCA mode and, thus, the penalty is lower than if 
applied directly to the raw enhancement data. For example, a single blue curve may have the same magnitude as the curves of the red region but the shape is distinct. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
Fig. 6. Supervoxel neighbourhood (2D illustration). Orange shows the tumour out- 
line, with red representing the neighbourhood connectivity for a single supervoxel. 
Dashed lines illustrate the neighbours that are most representative of the orienta- 
tions from which an analogue to magnitude of the gradient can be calculated for 
each feature ( f i ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, 
the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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 Fig. 2 ). Therefore, an additional rotationally invariant set of fea-
tures was developed to capture the enhancement of the supervoxel
neighbourhood. 
For this purpose, the supervoxel neighbourhood connectivity
can be represented by an adjacency graph G = (ν, ε) where v i ∈ ν
are supervoxels, and edges ( ε) connect adjacent supervoxels ( v i , v j ).
A unit vector ˆ d i j is constructed between the centroid of a super-
voxel of interest v i and each neighbour v j to calculate the relative
direction. A descriptor analogous to magnitude of the gradient is
introduced to capture neighbourhood variation for each feature: 
f  i = 
√ 
( f i,x +1 − f i,x −1 ) 2 + ( f i,y +1 − f i,y −1 ) 2 + ( f i,z+1 − f i,z−1 ) 2 (5)
where f i ∈ f i is the ith feature from six neighbouring supervox-
els that have a relative direction that is closest to that of the six
orientations using ˆ d i j and denoted by [(x + 1) , (x − 1) , (y + 1) , (y −
1) , (z + 1) , (z − 1)] , as shown in Fig. 6 . 
The final supervoxel feature vector ( f i ) is composed of 20 fea-
tures: 10 (mean and variance of the 5 modes) from the supervoxel
and 10 (magnitude of the gradient of the 10 features) from theocal neighbourhood. Each feature in f i was normalised to [0, 1]
ver the entire training set and f i were used to train a linear dis-
riminant analysis classifier to assign a probability of tumour, blad-
er and lumen to each supervoxel. We use the linear discriminant
nalysis to limit the amount of parameter selection required for
mall training sets. These class probabilities were used as the unar-
es for the parts-based model. 
.3. Pieces-of-parts to improve tumour delineation using spatial 
ontext 
The supervoxel classification method that is described in
ections 3.1 and 3.2 is used to detect and segment rectal tumours.
hese perfusion-supervoxels over-segment the tumour so that each
umour is accurately represented as a union of a number of super-
oxels; and there are inevitably “false positives” (supervoxel com-
onents that are labelled as part of the colorectal tumour but are
t some distance from the colorectum). The pieces-of-parts method
ddresses these issues by using the classifier class probabilities for
ach supervoxel in conjunction with the anatomical relationships
n the scan to improve the segmentation. 
Previously, parts-based representations have been used for de-
ecting points of interest or, alternatively, a bounding box sur-
ounding an object of interest ( Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher,
005; Felzenszwalb et al., 2010; Potesil et al., 2014 ). We extend this
pproach to a segmentation problem by exploiting the relationship
etween long range parts, but using this information to improve
egmentation at a local supervoxel level, which we call a pieces-
f-parts segmentation method. The tumour, lumen and bladder are
efined as parts (nodes of the graph) while supervoxels belonging
o each part are candidate locations of the parts. This allows the
lobal spatial relationships to be incorporated into the supervoxel
egmentation. 
Eq. (1) can be reformulated into standard notation for a pair-
ise graph by changing ψ p (x p ) = p(I, l i , u i ) and ψ p,q (x p , x q ) =
p(l i , l j | c i j ) ( Murphy, 2012 ), which leads to: 
p(x | v ) = 1 
Z(v ) 
∏ 
p∈ ν
ψ p (x p ) 
∏ 
(p,q ) ∈ ε 
ψ p,q (x p , x q ) (6)
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Fig. 7. Diagram illustrating the parts model where the tumour is defined as root 
and the lumen and bladder are children. Each part consists of pieces represented 
by supervoxels. . 
Fig. 8. The hierarchy of the supervoxel pictorial graphical model. The tumour root 
( r 1 ) has child nodes ( c 1 , c 2 ) representing the lumen and bladder and these parts are 
informed by the beliefs of each candidate supervoxel in the volume ( s 1 , s 2 , ..., s n ). 
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phere ψ p ( x p ) is the local evidence of node p at position x p ,
 p, q ( x p , x q ) is the pairwise potential between nodes at x p and x q ,
nd Z ( v ) is the local normalisation constant. In the case of undi-
ected edges the representation is the same for both PGMs and
airwise MRFs (or CRFS). However, for PGMs, the pairwise poten-
ial represents relationships between labelled parts of an image.
n our case, the nodes represent the parts of our tumour model,
ncluding tumour, lumen and bladder as shown in Fig. 7 , and the
upervoxels are candidates that may belong to one of the parts. 
For inference, belief propagation (BP) is used for our pieces-
f-parts formulation ( Section 3.3.1 ). BP is used to update the tu-
our (root) probabilities ( Section 3.3.2 ), and lumen and bladder
child) probabilities ( Section 3.3.3 ) in the tree structure. Genera-
ion of the spatial prior distributions in this model are discussed in
ection 3.3.4 . The method makes no assumptions about the struc-
ure of each part involved other than the learnt spatial distribu-
ions, but in Section 3.3.5 some problem-specific modifications are
ncluded. 
.3.1. Formulation of belief propagation for pieces-of-parts 
The graph is a tree-structured PGM except that all supervox-
ls act as candidates for all parts. The first step of the BP collects
he evidence from all candidate supervoxels that they belong to
 part. This evidence from the candidates of each part is used to
orm a message that is propagated to the root, which is used to
alculate the marginal distribution (or belief) bel r ( s r ) for each root
andidate s r , with location l ( s r ) as shown in Fig. 8 . The evidence is
hen distributed to the child parts and used to update the hypoth-
sis of each candidate belonging to each part. This is similar to
he matching algorithm of ( Felzenszwalb and Huttenlocher, 2005 )
ut instead of just determining the most likely candidate, we cal-
ulate the marginal distribution for all candidates. Therefore, the
robability of each supervoxel ( s r ) belonging to the tumour is de-
ermined by: (1) the unary potential of s r being tumour (based on
he classifier from Section 3.2 ), and (2) the beliefs about the likeli-ood of every other supervoxel in the volume belonging to a par-
icular part, given s r is tumour. 
.3.2. Collect evidence phase 
In belief propagation, the belief of the root node, bel r ( s r ), at su-
ervoxel s r , is given by the product of the local evidence, ψ r ( s r ),
nd messages about the beliefs of the child nodes m −c→ r (s r ) such
hat: 
el r (s r ) = 1 
Z r 
ψ r (s r ) 
∏ 
c∈ ch (r) 
m −c→ r (s r ) (7)
In our case, ch (r) = { lumen , bladder } , and s r are not a sparse
et of candidates but all supervoxels. The message m −c→ r from each
hild candidate to the root is a weighted sum of the belief about
ach s c being a piece of a part given its position of l ( s c ), the root
t position l ( s r ), and a potential of ψ c ( s c ) of belonging to class c : 
 
−
c→ r = 
∑ 
s c ∈ ˆ S 
ψ cr (s c , s r ) ψ c (s c ) (8)
here ˆ S = {∀ s ∈ S ∧ c 
 = r} are all supervoxels, excluding the root
andidate. ψ cr ( s c , s r ) is the probability that a root (tumour) candi-
ate s r has distance || l(s r ) − l(s c ) || from a bladder or lumen candi-
ate (see Fig. 9 ). 
This step acts to collect evidence from all supervoxels based on
he likelihood of being a component of child c and their location
elative to the root supervoxel candidate ( s r ). bel r ( s r ) can be inter-
reted as a belief that each supervoxel s r ∈ S of belonging to tu-
our, and can be used to create a tumour segmentation using an
ppropriate threshold. Fig. 10 shows the composition of the mes-
ages from the child parts m −c→ r (s r ) and the local evidence ψ r ( s r )
o form bel r ( s r ). 
.3.3. Distribute evidence phase 
The belief about each child part can be distributed in a sim-
lar way using the beliefs we have about the root: bel c (s c ) =
 c (s c ) m 
+ 
r→ c (s r ) where m 
+ 
r→ c = 
∑ 
s r 
ψ cr (s c , s r ) 
bel r 
m −c→ r (s r ) 
is standard
elief propagation ( Murphy, 2012 ). 
.3.4. Spatial constraints 
In this work we use a 3-dimensional normal distribution to rep-
esent the relative distance term between parts (lumen, tumour
nd bladder): 
 cr = N (μx , μy , μz , σx , σy , σz ) (9)
The parts are explicitly labelled in the training set and, there-
ore, we can train these spatial relationships independently of the
lassifier. While the size of each part influences the model, we
nd it sufficient to use the mean position of each part to calcu-
ate the distribution. Fig. 11 shows the distribution and variance of
he parts in 3D relative to the tumour centroid. Note that the lu-
en is in a similar location as the tumour but provides a strong
onstraint. 
.3.5. Problem specific constraints 
Our pieces-of-parts method can in principle be applied to any
upervoxel segmentation problem that has a number of spatially
elated regions. However, in the case of DCE-MRI rectal tumour
egmentation, we only keep the largest connected region after seg-
entation in order to exclude some smaller misclassifications. The
ladder part was also constrained to the upper wall using a learnt
art prior. 
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Fig. 9. Belief propagation on the supervoxel pieces-of-parts. Green, red and blue show regions belonging to the lumen, tumour and bladder, respectively. In the collect 
evidence phase, the likelihood of each other supervoxel belonging to either the lumen or bladder is used to update the belief of each potential tumour region. Yellow 
represents the spatial relationship between candidates that is used for belief propagation on the candidates and do not represent vertices of the graph. (For interpretation 
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
Fig. 10. Colormaps representing the potential of the bladder and lumen for each su- 
pervoxel (transparent is < 0.01). Belief propagation is used to form 
∏ 
c∈ ch (r) m 
−
c→ r (s r ) 
for each supervoxel, which is combined with the tumour unary ψ r ( s r ) to create a 
pieces-of-parts belief for the tumour location. This is compared to the ground truth 
( light blue ). Some bladder and lumen supervoxel probabilities might be incorrect 
but the majority vote leads to good tumour constraint. 
 
 
a b
Fig. 11. Normal distributions of the relative spatial locations of the child compo- 
nents: the bladder (top) and lumen (bottom) for the xy axis (a) and yz axis (b). 
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d  4. Experiments and results 
This section describes the application of our method to a rectal
DCE-MRI dataset. The dataset is described in Section 4.1 , with thexperimental set up of the evaluation outlined in Section 4.2 and
esults presented in Section 4.3 . 
.1. Materials 
Our method was evaluated on a rectal DCE-MRI dataset ac-
uired as part of the Rectal Imaging Trial, Churchill Hospital, Ox-
ord, UK between 2007 and 2014. T2-weighted small field-of-view
natomical MRI scans and T1-weighted DCE-MRI scans were ac-
uired for 23 patients with stage 3 or stage 4 rectal adenocar-
inomas. A 1.5T GE scanner was used with a gradient echo, fat-
uppressed sequence (LAVA) (TR = 4.5 ms, TE = 2.2 ms and flip angle
2 o ). Patients then underwent downstaging chemo-radiotherapy.
ultihance TM contrast agent was used, and images were acquired
t approximately 12 s intervals over 20–25 successive periods.
he DCE-MRI voxel resolution was 0.78 × 0.78 × 2.0 mm. T2w
resolution = 0.39 × 0.39 × 3.30 mm, TR = 14 ms, TE = 12 ms, flip
ngle 40 o ) are acquired in the axial-oblique plane, perpendicular
o the long axis of the tumour to reduce partial volume effects. 
RHYTHM, a second smaller trial was also included to further
emonstrate generalisability of the method. Scans were acquired
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Fig. 12. Colorectal MRI scans (and cropped regions) with annotations to illustrate 
the inter-rater variability and registration method (a) T2w axial-oblique MRI with 
tumour delineations from two experts ( blue and orange ) (b) The corresponding DCE- 
MRI axial slice with registered annotations. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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Fig. 13. Two examples (a and b) showing the T2w delineation (left), transformed 
mask (red) and the corrected mask (blue) on the DCE-MRI volume (right). The sec- 
ond example shows a very large local change to the tumour shape between scans, 
which requires relabelling of the registered volume. Blue arrows show the region 
that was originally mislabelled. (For interpretation of the references to colour in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
Fig. 14. Cross section and 3D rendering of the multilabel region of interest based 
on the T2w axial-oblique MRI. Green shows the bladder region, red the tumour, 
blue the lumen and magenta the lumen wall. (For interpretation of the references 
to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this 
article). 
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n  n the same conditions as the first study at the Churchill Hospital,
xford, and to date includes 4 cases with DCE-MRI scans. 
Manual delineations of the tumour were used as the “gold stan-
ard” from which to train and evaluate our approach. DCE-MRI
ectal tumour delineation is very challenging, even for the trained
bserver, and instead tumours were annotated on high resolution
2w anatomical scans, registered to the DCE-MRI, and further cor-
ected to remove potential misregistration and rater error on the
2w, as follows: 
1. Rectal tumours were delineated on T2w scans by a trained ra-
diologist. 
2. T2w scans were aligned and registered to the mid-volume of
the DCE-MRI to correct for minor abdominal motion between
scans using ( Heinrich et al., 2012 ). 
3. The transformation was then applied to the delineations. 
4. Delineations were further corrected on the DCE-MRI volume by
the expert using the T2w MRI as a reference. 
Fig. 12 illustrates Steps 1–3, and also highlights the inter-rater
ariability, which sets a limit on the evaluation of our method
gainst the radiologist “gold standard”. Inter-rater variability was
alculated by asking two additional experts to annotate 10 cases,
nd comparing the results to the original annotator. The Dice sim-
larity coefficient (DSC) were 0.73 ± 0.13 and 0.77 ± 0.10 ( Irving
t al., 2014; Franklin et al., 2014 ), where DSC 
(
2 | X∩ Y | 
| X| + | Y | 
)
provides a
easure of the region overlap between two sets of labels. 
Fig. 13 shows the manual correction in Step 4. Fig. 13 (b) is an
xample where relabelling is particularly important because a re-
ion that had the appearance of tumour in the T2w scan, was
ound to be rectal wall from the DCE-MRI scan. The average DSC
verlap between the registered and relabelled tumour volume for
ll cases was 0.91 ± 0.06 (with a minimum of 0.71 shown in
ig. 13 b). In addition to the expert tumour annotations, bladder
nd lumen labels were included for the pieces-of-parts training, as
hown in Fig. 14 . This section further highlights the challenges of
anual delineation and the need for an automated and consistent
pproach. .2. Experimental setup 
.2.1. Preprocessing 
Region-of-interest : Otsu thresholding is used to find a bound-
ng box around the foreground of the MRI volume ( Otsu, 1979 ), and
ard thresholds are applied as a simple preprocessing step to re-
uce the size of the region that is analysed by the framework. 1/3
f the width was removed from each side of the bounding boxing,
/4 of the height from the top and 1/8 of the height from the bot-
om of the original region. Fig. 1 has already shown an example of
he reduced ROI. 
Contrast-enhancement normalisation : Contrast injection time 
elative to the start of the image acquisition has some variation
etween scans and the steepest gradient in contrast enhancement
f the entire volume (contrast in the arteries) was used to de-
ect injection time. SE was calculated by SE = 
(
signal −baseline 
baseline 
)
,
here the baseline is the mean intensity of each voxel for the
ime points before contrast injection. The curves were further
ormalised by the 80th percentile of the maximum SE of the
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Fig. 15. DSC as a function of the threshold for cases used for parameter selection (pieces-of-parts (blue) and supervoxels (green)). A threshold is chosen for both the 
supervoxels ( T s ) and pieces-of-parts ( T p ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 1 
Algorithm parameters. 
Perfusion-supervoxels: c = 0 . 05 
S n = 350 
T s = 0 . 5 
Pieces-of-parts: T p = 0 . 15 
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h  entire volume, which was designed to exclude the influence of
blood vessels or late enhancement of the bladder in the normalisa-
tion. As there is also variation in the temporal resolution for some
scans, linear interpolation was used to resample these scans to 12 s
intervals. 
Motion correction : We use an existing non-rigid image reg-
istration framework based on the Diffeomorphic Demons modi-
fied with Normalized Gradient Fields (NGF) ( Haber and Moder-
sitzki, 2007; Hodneland et al., 2014 ); details of the current im-
plementation can be found in Papiez et al. (2014) . The NGF is the
contrast-invariant representation, which is used during estimation
of the deformation vector field to handle intensity changes caused
by contrast uptake, and has been previously shown to be suit-
able in DCE-MRI ( Hodneland et al., 2014 ). The maximum number
of iterations for each level is fixed to 25, and at each resolution
level the standard deviation of the Gaussian smoothing was 2.8, 1.4
and 0.7 mm. These parameters were based on previous DCE-MRI
datasets and are not changed for colorectal DCE-MRI. As expected,
motion correction makes the segmentation more robust – partic-
ularly at the edges of the tumour. However, the performance was
poorer for some cases using just the perfusion-supervoxel classifier
compared to previously ( Irving et al., 2014 ). This is because certain
motion characteristics appear to have been learnt during classifi-
cation. Therefore, global constraints, using pieces-of-parts, are even
more important after motion correction because features from mo-
tion of the colon are excluded from the classification. 
Training mask pre-processing : Expert delineations provide a
voxelwise ground truth. We create a processed ground truth for
training, which only has a single label assigned to each supervoxel.
Supervoxels at segmentation borders might only partially overlap
the expert segmentation (see Fig. 4 b). Therefore, to generate a sin-
gle label, supervoxels with ≥ 50% tumour labels are assigned as
tumour. These are in turn used to reclassify supervoxels with an
overlap ≥ 10% as either tumour or background based on their sim-
ilarity to other tumour regions in the volume using a linear clas-
sifier and mean PCA features, and provides a single label to each
supervoxel for training. 
4.2.2. Post-processing 
The supervoxel and pieces-of-parts methods both assign a tu-
mour probability to each supervoxel. These probability maps are
thresholded to create a tumour segmentation. After creating this
segmentation, only the largest connected region is included, and
smaller disconnected regions are removed. 
4.2.3. Parameter selection 
Given the limited data currently available for DCE-MRI, this
method is designed to be effective and efficient for both large and
small datasets. Therefore, we have attempted to limit the num-
ber of tunable parameters. The first four patients were used to
find optimal parameters for the supervoxel method. The perfusion-
supervoxel step requires two parameters (size S n and compact-ess c ). Note that the number of grid points ( n grid ) and, there-
ore, S is derived from the supervoxel size by n grid = N v /S n . The
inear discriminant analysis is a parameter free classifier, where
he output can also be given as a probability with optimal sepa-
ating threshold ( T s ) of 0.5. T s was verified on the four cases. Simi-
arly, the pieces-of-parts classifier only requires a single threshold
arameter T p (equal weighting between the unary and pairwise
erms was used). T p was also chosen from four cases, but includes
 poorly performing case (Case 6), as shown in Fig. 15 . Parame-
ers are shown in Table 1 . These parameters are used for the key
teps in the method. Other parameters, such as registration param-
ters, are discussed earlier. These parameters were also found to
e fairly robust to the parameter choice. Supervoxel size ( S n ), the
ean number of voxels per supervoxel, in particular shows negli-
ible change in accuracy in the range of 100 and 900 voxels. 
.3. Results 
The method was evaluated using leave-one-patient-out cross-
alidation on the DCE-MRI rectal tumour dataset. The results are
resented from both a detection perspective using a receiver op-
rating characteristic (ROC) and a segmentation perspective using
he Dice similarity coefficient (DSC). 
Examples of the classifier output and final segmentations are
hown in Fig. 16 . Case 09 is an example of when the pieces-of-parts
ethod considerably improves the perfusion-supervoxel segmenta-
ion while Case 05 is an example of an already good segmentation
hat is barely improved. Case 06 shows an example of a case which
s misclassified by the original perfusion-supervoxel algorithm but
ncluding pieces-of-parts leads to a good segmentation because of
he spatial priors; at temporal resolutions of 12 s , large vessels may
ave similar characteristics to enhancing tumours, leading to the
riginal misclassification. The DSC of this case is roughly equiva-
ent to the median DSC and so is a representative example of the
apabilities of the algorithm. 
.3.1. Experiment 1: tumour detection 
The classifier returns a probability for each supervoxel, and
reating this problem as a voxelwise detection problem, a ROC
urve can be generated. Every voxel is labelled as tumour or
ackground, and compared to the ground truth using sensitivity
 
T P 
T P+ F N ) and specificity ( 
T N 
T N+ F P ), generated over a range of thresh-
lds to obtain ROCs for each case and the mean ROC with 95% con-
dence intervals. As can be seen in Fig. 17 , this method achieves a
igh accuracy (AUC = 0.97), and improved on the first step of this
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Fig. 16. 2D cross sections of the 3D automatic segmentations of rectal DCE-MRI cases. Each row shows outputs of the framework and the final segmentation. (a) Unlabelled 
axial and sagittal cross sections through the DCE-MRI volume after contrast enhancement; (b) using perfusion-supervoxels, each supervoxel of an unseen case is assigned 
a probability of being tumour (shown by the color overlay where less than 0.01 is transparent) and then (c) improved using the pieces-of-parts graphical model. This is 
used to generate a segmentation by thresholding the probability maps (using thresholds T s and T p from Section 4.2.3 ) and removing small disconnected regions. The final 
segmentations are shown in d) where the shaded region is derived from the perfusion-supervoxels probability in (b) and the outline is derived from the final pieces-of-parts 
probabilitity in (c), and compared to (e), which is the ground truth expert annotation. 
Fig. 17. Mean ROC curves with 95% confidence intervals for the perfusion- 
supervoxel classification (blue) and the entire pieces-of-parts method (red). Taking 
the mean for all cases at each threshold. Pieces-of-parts ROC curves are also shown 
for the individual cases (gray). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this 
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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2 Original case numbers from the trial are used in this study. However, not all 
patients underwent imaging, leading to missing case numbers. ethod (AUC = 0.94). These scores show that the tumour can be
ccurately detected with minimal false positive regions. 
.3.2. Experiment 2: tumour segmentation 
Considering the results from the segmentation perspective, we
ant to provide an alternative segmentation approach to manualelineation of the rectal tumour by experts. DSC was used to eval-
ate the accuracy of the segmentation. Unlike the AUC score, DSC
oes not account for the background being correctly labelled. 
Fig. 18 shows the DSC for each case 2 using the perfusion-
upervoxel classifier ( T s threshold) and the pieces-of-parts
xtension ( T p threshold). The supervoxel approach without
ostprocessing ( T p threshold) is also included to illustrate the
onnection between perfusion-supervoxels and pieces-of-parts 
ethod. While well segmented cases give similar results, poorly
egmented or undetected cases are on average considerably
mproved using pieces-of-parts. 
The median DSC for the entire dataset was 0.60 for the initial
erfusion-supervoxel classification, and slightly improved to 0.63
or the pieces-of-parts. The number of correct detections (chosen
s DSC > 20%) is shown in Fig. 19 a) which increases from 15 to 21
ut of 23. Box plots of the DSC of the correctly detected cases are
hown in b). This clearly shows that the pieces-of-parts achieves a
imilar segmentation accuracy while segmenting many more cases.
n influencing factor is the post-processing ( Section 4.2.2 ) of the
erfusion-supervoxel method, which improves the DSC at the ex-
ense of missed cases. In this method, only the largest connected
egion is kept, which can lead is misclassification (such as Case 06,
ig. 16 ) even though a response was also generated for the tumour
egion. 
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Fig. 18. DSC compared to the manually annotated ground truth for each cases using the perfusion-supervoxel classification (light green), the perfusion-supervoxel classifica- 
tion without postprocessing (grey), and the final pieces-of-parts classification (blue). The two failed cases are 12 and 23, which failed due to the limited number of female 
training cases in the dataset. Parameter optimisation was performed on Cases 1, 3, 4, 5, 6 (see Section 4.2.3 ). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
a b
Fig. 19. (a) Number of cases correctly detected (b) Boxplots DSC for all detected cases of each category (note that n = 15 for the perfusion-supervoxels and n = 21 for the 
pieces-of-parts method). The red bar shows the median value. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 
of this article). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 20. Comparison of the automated DCE-MRI segmentation method to inter-rater 
variability on the T2w anatomical MRI. A statistical comparison was made using the Wilcoxon signed-
rank test for non-parametric comparison of paired samples. As-
suming significance at p = 0 . 05 , the pieces-of-parts method was
significantly better than both the supervoxel method without post-
processing ( p = 0 . 0 0 016 ) and the full supervoxel method ( p =
0 . 028 ). 
The framework presented in this paper is promising given
the challenging nature of colorectal segmentation with an expert
inter-rater variability of 0.73 ± 0.13 and 0.77 ± 0.10, which is
essentially an upper limit on the accuracy ( Section 4.1 ) and is
shown in Fig. 20 . Further more, the experts both annotated on
T2w images (making the experts more likely to agree), while this
method detects the tumour directly from the DCE-MRI volume.
Nevertheless, the automated approach is close to the inter-rater
variability. 
4.3.3. Experiment 3: male vs female anatomy 
The framework we have presented is designed to be efficient
for small training sets and has been found to be robust to patient
variation. However, the dataset includes both male and female
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Fig. 21. DSC for gender specific models. (a) Examples of male (Case 03 and Case 04, left) and female (Case 12 and Case 26, right) DCE-MRI cross sections. Case 12 has uterine 
fibroids present in the scan that add further complexity to the region. (b) The box plots show results for both male and female using the general model and separate gender 
specific models. A larger cohort is required to fully evaluate gender specific models. . 
Fig. 22. DSC for the RHYTHM trial and Case 1 showing (a) the perfused tumour (b) the manual delineation (c) the perfusion-supervoxel probabilities and (d) the final 
pieces-of-parts probabilities. Probability of zero is transparent. 
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m  atients, and because of anatomical differences it would be useful
o develop separate gender-specific models. Female cases are 9, 12,
7, 19, 23, 26, 30 ( Fig. 18 ), and include the poorest performing seg-
entations, including both failed cases (12 and 23, which are high-
ighted in the figure). Unfortunately, the available data contains
nly a small number of female patients (16 males and 7 females),
aking separate training challenging. Training the female cohort
eparately using an extended pieces-of-parts model that adds the
terus to the model shows potential, but ultimately more cases are
equired. Fig. 21 shows the DSC for female and male patients when
rained together, and when trained using a separate model. While
ome improvement to the female cases are obtained by separate
raining, male cases are unaffected. 
.3.4. Experiment 4: tumour segmentation for the RHYTHM trial 
There are only a limited number of studies available that study
ectal tumours using DCE-MRI and so, given the limited data,
OOCV was used to validate this study, where each case is un-
een and the method is trained on the remaining cases. However,
o further demonstrate the generalisability of this method, we seg-
ented the four DCE-MRI scans that have recently been made
vailable to us from a new independent trial. The method was
pplied blindly with all training and parameter choices based on
he previous study. Fig. 22 shows the results. The pieces-of-parts
ethod achieved good results with a median DSC of 0.71. Case 1s an example of a well defined tumour that is missed by the ini-
ial supervoxel method because a larger region is also detected as
umour, but pieces-of-parts provides the global context so that the
umour is still segmented accurately. It is interesting to note that
he DSC is higher for this study with 0.71 than the previous study
ith 0.63. This appears to be due to less patient motion in the
cans. 
.3.5. Implementation 
The framework was implemented in Python with numerically
ntensive steps optimised in C++ or Cython, and tested on a 6-core
ntel Xeon system running Ubuntu 14.04 (x64). The mean time for
 single case was 5.8 ± 4.0 minutes, where Table 2 shows the time
nd computational complexity for each step. These times are for
 single processor, but multiprocessing was used when running a
atch of cases, leading to an approximately five-fold increase in
peed over the reported time. Pieces-of-parts barely adds any ad-
itional time to the perfusion-supervoxel classifier. 
. Discussion 
We make two key contributions in this paper: perfusion-
upervoxels and the pieces-of-parts method. This is applied to the
hallenging and previously unexplored area of automated rectal tu-
our segmentation from DCE-MRI scans. Accurate and consistent
82 B. Irving et al. / Medical Image Analysis 32 (2016) 69–83 
Table 2 
The mean time and approximate computational complexity of 
each step for a DCE-MRI volume. N v are the number of voxels, 
N s are the number of supervoxels ( N s  N v ), S is mean num- 
ber of voxels in a supervoxel and p are the number of parts. 
Step Time (s) Complexity 
1. Supervoxel extraction 160 ± 86 O ( N v ) 
2. Feature extraction 162 ± 142 O ( N s S ) 
3. Supervoxel classification 3.9 ± 1.2 O ( N s ) 
4. Pieces-of-parts: 
4.1 Training 3.24 ± 0.06 
4.2 Testing 13.2 ± 9.7 O (N 2 s p) 
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 tumour segmentation is very important in DCE-MRI as it impacts
any modelling and analysis that is performed, but is a challeng-
ing and time consuming task to perform manually due to the 4D
contrast-varying nature of the image. The results are very promis-
ing with 21 of the 23 cases detected correctly, an AUC of 0.97 for
the voxelwise labelling of tumour and background, and a median
DSC score of 0.63. A DSC of 0.71 is obtained for a second trial to
illustrate the generalisability of the method. 
While the methods are applied to the problem of rectal tumour
segmentation from DCE-MRI, there is a broad range of other poten-
tial applications. Perfusion-supervoxels are potentially applicable to
any dynamic contrast enhanced sequence, while pieces-of-parts can
be effective for adding global constraints to superpixel/supervoxel
over-segmentations. Pieces-of-parts method is suitable for im-
ages or volumes where there is an expected spatial relationship
between the parts (regions of the image to be labelled) – such
as organs. The method is also better suited to problems where
the parts are small relative to the entire volume so as to provide
meaningful spatial constraints, and, therefore, may not be optimal
for scene labelling problems, where every voxel is assigned a label.
In this case a fully connected CRF would be more appropriate. In
future work it would be interesting to compare the trade-offs in
more detail between pieces-of-parts and a fully connected CRF for
variation in the type of scene. Pieces-of-parts also does not place
any shape priors on the individual parts, which is beneficial for
a tumour segmentation where shape is highly variable. For seg-
mentation of well defined objects, a shape prior could be included
into the segmentation. While the method is appropriate for small
datasets, the size of the dataset we use is limited and more exten-
sive testing on a larger test dataset would be valuable. 
This method applies normalisation and signal decomposition
steps in the learning algorithm but does not explicitly convert the
signal to Gadolinium concentration. We found that the noise in-
troduced using a non-linear conversion to concentration did not
improve segmentation accuracy. 
As discussed previously, development of a ground truth seg-
mentation on which to evaluate this method is challenging, due
to the difficulty of delineating tumours in rectal DCE-MRI. This
required delineations on T2w anatomical MRI scans, which were
then registered to the DCE-MRI, and the delineations were further
adjusted based on both aligned scans. This justifies the need for
a automated and consistent approach to DCE-MRI rectal tumour
segmentation. Even on the T2w anatomical images the mean DSC
score was 0.73 ± 0.13 and 0.77 ± 0.10 between two additional ex-
perts and the main observer, which sets an upper limit on the eval-
uation of our method. 
There are a number of potential extensions to this framework.
A challenge is the performance on female patients due the limited
female patient training data and anatomical differences. Develop-
ing gender specific models shows potential but a larger training
dataset is required. This method is intended for automatic segmen-
tation but would also be appropriate in a semi-automatic systemo allow clinicians to adjust the threshold and weight parameters
n order to quickly modify the segmentation. 
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